The Power of Modernization
To keep up with the rapid pace of change, audit and accounting
firms must modernize or fail. This includes new offerings
to clients and smarter ways to operate internally.

Are You Following?

Or Taking The Lead?

Rapid regulatory change, evolving customer needs, and tight
competition for talent is forcing professional services firms to
rethink their audit and accounting portfolio.

Merely embracing change won’t be enough. The future
belongs to leaders willing to invest in it. Thomson Reuters
cloud audit suite offers firms a platform on which to grow
and transform.

New rules

Less revenue

FASB rule updates

78+ in the last five
years alone – and that shows
no signs of slowing

finance process

78% automation
predicted by industry experts
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20% or higher turnover at many firms
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From Complex To Competitive Edge
Cloud audit suite empowers firms to supercharge how they
serve clients and build their business, accelerating success
while elevating confidence. Deliver new answers without
ever sacrificing relationships.

Speed

Confidence

Automation lets your
teams work faster and
produce critical answers in
less time, no matter which
cycle you’re closing.

An evolving
future demands
a platform that’s
optimized for adaptivity.
This means the right
content delivered at
the right time — and
everything stays
carefully managed
and secured.

Insight
Combine the depth
of your business
expertise with deep insights
produced through
advanced analytics
and critical business
and industry
benchmarks.

The High Cost Of Standing Still
As firms struggle to keep up with customer expectations
and market realities, the costs of hesitation begin to
multiply exponentially.
• Clients demand both new kinds of expertise and old
standards of traditional customer service
• A new generation of tax and audit professionals are
also demanding better tools and opportunities

Collaboration
New talent
deserves new
tools that modernize firm operations
while improving how teams collaborate
to deliver on time with unmatched
quality and unexpected insight.

Ready To Accelerate?
To learn more about how cloud audit suite can transform your audit and accounting services, please visit tax.tr.com/audit-in-the-cloud.
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http://fasb.org
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https://www.imanet.org/insights-and-trends/the-future-of-managementaccounting/tomorrows-finance-enterprise
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https://rosenbergsurvey.com/product/2018-rosenberg-survey/
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